Classical Roots Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across

6. huge
7. to come out of
8. standards
9. a person who uses resources
10. accept something as fact without checking it out
11. remaining the same over time
12. mental effort or focus
14. thinkers
16. comparable, corresponding
17. determined
18. related to armies
21. reasoning
22. unclear, can be understood two ways
23. a conjunction showing contrast

Down

1. proposition (proposed idea)
2. to control
3. major way of looking at a subject
4. usual or regular
5. extent of one’s view or idea
11. remaining the same over time
12. originating in ancient Greece or Rome
13. a belief-system
15. one who takes the place of another
17. material, natural
18. reasonable or thoughtful
19. exact
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